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Warning

Dear user:
Thanks for using our company's products, in order to fully make use of the products,

we sincerely suggest follow:
Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and consulting.

◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.
◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.

◆◆It forbids others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized people in
the company.
◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional
people.
◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

This product does not belong to medical field, please don’t use for disease treatment!
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Parts Introduction
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1.Touch Screen
2.Hand Piece Support
3.Power Switch
4.Roll RF handle L
5.Roll RF handle M
6.Roll RF handle S
7.Power socket

Hand Piece
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Software Program
In interface as (Fig1)
Input default password:
“888888” to enter homepage
as (Fig 2) shows.

(Fig1)

In interface as (Fig2)
△Click “Arm” to enter
interface as (Fig 3)

(Fig3)

(Fig2)

In interface as (Fig3), users can
be set various parameters.

Click on “←” black to return the interface as
(Fig 2).

Click on “Basic setting” to select language
NOTICE: Advanced setting is only for
technical maintaining.
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9. Adjust Roll pulse:The system default mode is P1, click”-”and “+”to adjust, the range is from P1-

P6.Please refer to the following parameters.

10. Roll Directions: You can adjust turn right or turn left.

11.Click on , the system begin to work, If stop working,

click the button again.
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Roll RF360 Operation

1. Clean skin, then put essential oil or gel

2. Select the handle according to the treatment site.

3. Large handle is suit for abdomen, back, thigh etc. Middle handle is

suit for Limbs crus, arm etc. Small handle is suit for facial.

4. Choose color: Click the R、B and G, different colors have

different effects. The system default photon color is RED.

5. Adjust the RF intensity : Adjust the RF according to different

client and different treatment site. The system default RF intensity is 1.

Click on“+" and“-” to set, the range is from 1 (weak) to 10(strong).

6. Adjust the RF pulse intensity The system default

intensity is 1. Click on “+" and “-”to set, range from 1 to 10S.

7. Adjust Interval time: The system default mode is 1, click”-

”and “+”to adjust, the range is from 0-10S.

8. Adjust the Speed intensity : Adjust the Speed intensity

according to different client and different treatment site. Click on“+" and

“-” to set, the range is from 1 to 5



12.(1) Clean the treatment part. Apply some gel

(2) According to the treatment part to select appropriate handpiece

(3) Set suitable parameter

(4) Operating on. Beautician hold the work head in one hand place the handpiece on

treatment area. During operation, hold the work head in one hand. while rolling, can move the

handle slightly in order to cover the whole area. After the impact is finished, and restart the next

round.

(5)use warm towel to clean the work head after treatment

Forbiddens
1. The eyes and the surrounding area, the myocardium, the spinal cord, the gonads,

the kidneys and the liver.

2.Blood disorders, coagulation problems or the use of anticoagulants.

3.Polypus in the area of treatment.

4.Thrombosis.

5.Tumor diseases.

6.Polyneuropathy.

7.Growing cartilage in children.

8.Therapy using corticoids.

9.Inapplicable on areas in proximity to large nerve bundles, bundles, blood vessels,

the spinal cord and the head.

Red light : Activate Cell ,Improve circulation and muscle movement ,skin elasticity restoration

Blue light: Reduce cortical activity, eliminate acne bacteria, improve oily skin

Green light:Remove freckle improve skin flushing erythema pigment replacement
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Possible Side Effects
1. Erythema or swelling can temporarily occur in the treated area.

2.Loss of bodily sensation or itching can temporarily occur in the treated area.

3.Skin damage after previous corticoid therapy.

4.Shockwave application can cause undesirable heart activity.

Technical Parameter
1.Input: 220V/50Hz □ 110V/60Hz □
2.Power: < 450VA
3.Fuse: T3.15AL250V

Accessories List
1.Host 1PCS
2.RF handle 3PCS (S M L)
3.Handle supporter 1PCS
4.User Guide 1PCS
5.Power supply line 1PCS
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